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1,O ABSTRACT 
Broken plane interplanetary traiectories have been studied for use on 1973 .Mars 
orbiting missions, 
oriented orbits ut Mars. 
and mission design flexibility are derived from the use of broken plane trajectories. 
The analysts includes the effects of insertion into two specifically 
The results indicate that significant performance advantages 
In addition to the 1973 analysis, a preliminary evaluation was made of a 1975 
mission, 
for this mission. 
The advantages of broken plane traiectories were even more significant 
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3.0 SUMMARY 
The mission performance advantages inherent to the use of broken plane interplane- 
tary trajectories have been defined for the entire Mars 1973 opportunity and a portion 
of the 1975 opportunity, In the analysis, emphasis was placed on studying realistic 
missions. 
not simply of academic interest. 
a real istic mission 
This insures that any performance gains identified wil l  be useable and 
Two primary factors were considered in defining 
a) The total mission velocity requirement must be within practical limits. 
b) The desired Mars orbits must be representative of typical missions under 
consideration for Mars 1973, In addition, both size and orientation of 
the orbits are prespecified. Therefore, the effect of variation in Mars 
approach geometry i s  included in the analysis. 
The first study task was the synthesis of a computer program to calculate optimum 
broken plane traiectories. 
opportunity and identify the performance gains attainable with broken plane tra- 
iectories. 
This program was then used to examine the entire launch 
Two target orbits were considered 
for each target: 
The following performance factors were defined 
a) Total mission velocity requirements for both single conic and broken plane 
interplanetary trajectories, 
b) Reduction in velocity requirements derived from broken plane trajectories 
for both fixed and variable arrival date launch periods, 
c) The effects of this velocity saving on useful weight in Mars orbit, 
d) Variations in al l  pertinent trajectory parameters 
The significant performance improvements derived from the use of broken plane tra- 
jectories are as follows: 
a) Launch periods defined within a given total AV constraint are lengthened, 
Conversely, AV requirements are reduced for a given launch period. 
b) Launch restrictions due to high declinations of the launch asymptote can be 
This permits extension of the launch period and could reduce 
complexity in mission operations by shrinking the area within the required 
tracking network 
1 eliminated, 
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c)  Mars approach geometry can be controlled to reduce the requirements for 
plane change and apsidal rotation during the Mars orbit insertion maneuver 
This might permit iniection into orbits which a re  desirable but were pre- 
viously unattainable due to the high orbit insertion velocity requirements. 
d) Earlier Mars arrival dates can be considered. 
distance. 
shorter 
This reduces communication 
It may also increase reliability since total mission times a re  
e )  Launch periods can be tailored to balance energy requirements to maximize 
total mission payload 
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4.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the primary objectives of interplanetary mission design i s  attainment of 
maximum payload within the constraints of the hardware and mission requirements, 
This stud; examines the use of broken plane interplanetary trajectories as a possible 
means of increasing useful weight in Mars orbit for the launch opportunity in 1973, 
k 
Previous analyses, References I to 3 , have established the total mission velocity 
savings inherent to the use of broken plane trajectories. In general, these analy- 
ses have concentrated on illustrating the large velocity gains possible in the portion 
of the interplanetary launch opportunity which has very high velocity requirements. 
Although large savings are possible, the 
consideration in a real mission. In addition, these analyses have not considered 
the effect of insertion into a specifically oriented orbit at the target planet 
Establishment of a particular orbit i s  desirable from the standpoint of the scienti- 
fic and engineering objectives of the mission. 
study real istic Mars missions to determine whether broken plane traiectories have any 
application .,
AV requirements are s t i l l  too high for 
The purpose of this analysis was to 
The study investigates the use of broken plane trajectories for a Mars orbital mission 
during the 1973 launch opportunity, 
a three-impulse trajectory, 
by a midcourse maneuver. 
since the midcourse 
to have a different inclination from that of the first leg, 
A broken plane trajectory i s  sometimes called 
It consists of two he1 iocentric conic segments separated 
Such a trajectory i s  called a broken plane trajectory 
maneuver generally causes the second leg of the trajectory 
This study was conducted to determine i f  broken plane trajectories can reduce the 
total mission AV requirements below those needed by single conic trajectories. 
Possible AV decreases may result from: 
1) Reduction in energy requirements, both at trans-Mars iniection and 
Mars orbit insertion. 
inclinations relative to the ecliptic 
This i s  primarily due to reduction in trajectory 
2) Favorable re-orientation of approach geometry. 
To visualize how broken plane trajectories can result in energy reductions, consider 
mission& that require heliocentric transfer angles (HCA) near 180" A he1 iocentric 
conic trajectory must contain the sun, Earth at launch and Mars at arrival. For 
an HC@ near 180°, the inclination to the ecliptic must be about 90" unless Mars 
i s  in the ecliptic plane at arrival, Trajectories requiring such high inclinations 
have excessively high AV's. 
trajectory to be separated into two legs, each having inclinations of a few degrees. 
Use of a midcourse maneuver enables the conic 
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A reorientation of the approach geometry may reduce the Mars orbit insertion 
A V  This i s  because the insertion 
AV is a function of the required plane change and line of apsides rotation, which 
in turn a re  functions of the approach hyperbola asymptote (S-vector) orientation. 
Thus, the total mission AV may be reduced if the approach S-vector could be re- 
oriented to decrease the orbit insertion AV. 
considered-circular orbits at the target plumts and therefore did not realize any  po- 
tential gains trom the approach geometry reorientation .,
when the Mars orbit orientation is specified. 
Previous studies (References 1 to 3) have 
Total mission velocity requirements for broken plane trajectories have been obtained 
for the entire Mars 1973 launch opportunity for two specified Mars orbit orienta- 
tions. 
trajectory requirements to show what gains result from use of the broken plane tra- 
iectories. A portion of the Mars 1975 opportunity was also examined. 
These broken plane AV's a re  then compared to the corresponding single conic 
The study was conducted by The Boeing Company for the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, Langley Research Center, under a change order to contract 
NASI-7995, "Study of Powered Spacecraft for Mars Missions o ' '  The study was 
carried out in two phases,, In the first phase, the required computer program was 
assembled and a small number of broken plane trajectories were calculated. 
results were sufficient to demonstrate that the concept could result in a reduction 
in total mission velocity requirements. 
Mars 1973 launch opportunity in detail,  was then initiated 
These 
The second phase, which examined the entire 
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5.0 SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
SYMBOLS 
Only the symbols used in the k x t  a r e  defined here. 
on the trajectory printouts in the appendix a re  defined in the appendix, 
The symbols appearing 
B 
c3 
DLA 
HCA 
RAL 
"CD 
AV 
TERMS 
impact parameter; a vector originating at the center of 
the target planet and directed perpendicular to the incoming 
asymptote of the target-centered approach hyperbola. 
Twice the total energy per unit mass of the Earth departure 
trajectory (I< m*/sec2) 
Declination of the outgoing geocentric launch asymptote .,
Measured relative to the Earth equator of 1950.0 (degrees). 
He1 iocentric transfer angle between the departure and arrival 
planets (degrees). 
Right ascension of outgoing launch asymptote; measured from 
the vernal equinox of 1950.0 in a counterclockwise sense when 
viewed from the north pole, (degrees). 
Hyperbolic excess velocity at Mars approach (Km/Sec). 
Velocity incremento 
Line of Apsides rotation: Angle between the lines of apsides of the approach 
hyperbola and the elliptical planetary orbit; true anomaly of hyperbola 
at orbit insertion minus true anomaly of ellipse at insertion. 
S-Vector: A unit vector originating at the center of Mars that i s  parallel to the in- 
coming asymptote of the hyperbola. 
Type 1 Traiectory: A single conic trajectory with a heliocentric transfer angle 
less than 180'. 
Type I I  Traiectory: A single conic trajectory with a heliocentric transfer angle 
greater than 180' but less than 360°, 
SHEET 10 
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COORDINATE SYSTEMS(’) 
1) EARTH EQUATORIAL, 1950.0 
Base plane i s  the Earth equatorial plane of 1950.0. Reference 
x points towards vernal equinox of 1950.0 and Z axis points to 
the Earth north pole. Earth centered. 
2) ECLIPTIC, 1950,O 
Base plane i s  the ecliptic plane. 
the vernal equinox of 1950.0 and Z-axis points towards the ecliptic 
north pole. Sun centered, 
Reference axis x points towards 
3) MARS EQUATORIAL 
Base plane i s  Mars equator of 1950,O. Reference axis x points in 
the direction of the ascending node of the sun on the Mars equator 
of 1950.0, Mars 
centered . The Z axis points towards the Mars north pole, 
4) R-S-T 
A target planet-centered coordinate system used to specify the com- 
ponents of the impact parameter Eo The R-T plane i s  normal to the 
incoming asymptote of the approach trajectory. 
lies either in the Mars equatorial plane (targeting program APT) 
or is parallel to the eclipfic plane (Conic program HECON). 
positive in the direction of the incoming asymptote, and R points in 
a southerly direction. 
As used here, T 
S is 
The impact parameter ‘i lies in the R-T plane and i s  specified by 
the components B O T  and B.R. 
- -  - -  
(’) Al l  coordinate systems are right handed and orthogonal. 
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6.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH 
6,1 ASSUMPTIONS 
Three basic assumptions have been made in the analysis, These are: 
a )  The Earth-Mars traiectories can be represented by heliocentric conics, 
The effects of Earth and Mars masses on the heliocentric trajectories 
are neglected ., 
tary traiectory design since it gives all important trajectory parameters 
very accurately, (Computation of weights and AVs require the use of 
Earth and Mars masses, however). 
This assumption is widely used for preliminary interplane- 
b) Both Earth orbit departure and Mars orbit insertion maneuvers a re  per- 
formed impulsively. 
cally estimated and added to the total mission AV requirements. 
Therefore, finite burning losses must be parametri- 
c) Only  nominal trajectories a re  considered Errors resulting from hardware, 
navigation or ephemeris uncertainties a re  not included 
6, DEFINITION O F  BROKEN PLANE 
Conventional conic Earth-Mars trajectories a re  generated by treating both the 
Earth and Mars a s  points and connecting them with a segment of a n  ellipse. 
Note that for a given launch-arrival date  combination there is only one transfer 
trajectory which fits (Central transfer angles greater than 360" a re  not permitted). 
For a spacecraft to be placed on this elliptical trajectory, a n  impulse is needed 
to escape the Earth gravitational field (Earth departure AV). 
is required to decelerate the spacecraft at Mars so that It is captured (Mars orbit 
insertion AV). Here, 
however, it  will be  referred to a s  a "single conic" traiectory. 
A second impulse 
Such a trajectory often is called a two-impulse trajectory. 
Broken plane trajectories a re  obtained by breaking the elliptical trajectory into 
two segments. Each of these segments a re  arcs of heliocentric ellipses, and the 
velocity vector change between the two segments is provided by a midcourse maneu- 
ver. Such traiectories a re  often called three impulse trajectories, since in addition 
to the Earth departure and Mars capture impulses, a midcourse impulse is required. 
Here such trajectories will be called "broken plane4' trajectories because the op- 
timum midcourse impulse usually results in a plane change between the two trajectory 
segments. 
SHEET 12 
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6.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
tes Earth-Mars traiectories that 
orbit and insert into a spe 
Mars orbit orientation i s  specified relative to 
equator as discussed in Section 8,0, Orien 
not specified since for each Earth-Mars traj 
muth and parking orbit coast time comblnat 
Optimum broken plane traiectories are generated by initially assuming a set of 
trajectory parameters (launch date, C3, DLA, RAL and midcourse time) and then 
calculating the midcourse maneuver required to reach Mars on a specified date. 
Next, one or more of these parameters are varied in such a manner that the total 
mission AV i s  reduced, 
Details of the convergence technique are given in Section 7.3. 
This operation is repeated for a given number of iterations. 
A detailed sequence of the operations performed in the process of generating an 
optimum broken plane trajectory follows. The computer program used to perform 
these operations is  based on this formulation,, 
SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 
1 Choose a launch date and an arrival date., 
look up on an ephemeris tape the positions and velocities of Earth at launch 
and Mars at arrival, 
This enables the program to 
2. Assume nominal values for the four control parameters C3, DLA, RAL and 
midcourse time. 
that acts along the outgoing asymptote. 
velocity vector to the Earth velocity relative to the Sun gives the heliocentric 
locity vector ., 
Departure C3 defines a velocity vector relative to the Earth 
Adding vectorially this Earth departure 
3, Propagate the Earth departure heliocentric velocity vector to the specified 
midcourse time. This gives the pre-midcourse position and velocity vectors. 
SHEET 13 
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5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8, 
90 
e 
final velocity vector gives the Mars approach asymptote orientation (S-vector) 
and energy o/,). 
ochy magnitude for the s 
tween the velocity corres 
midcourse ml magnitude by vectorially subtracting the pre and 
se velocity vectors. 
Using a targeting program, obtain the minimum Mars orbit insertion AVO 
i s  done by rotating the approach hyperbola about the S-vector until the inser- 
tion true anomaly which gives the lowest insertion AV is found, 
Add the Earth departure, midcourse and Mars orbit insertion AV's to obtain 
the total mission AV. 
parameters (C3, DLA, R A L  and midcourse time) specified by step 1. 
This 
This AV is required for a trajectory that has the control 
Next  use a parameter optimization program to perturb the control parameters 
in such a manner that the total mission AV i s  minimized. 
control parameters repeat steps 1 to 8. 
For each set of 
SHEET 14 
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7.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The broken plane Earth-Mars trajectories were generated using 
- Interplanetary Traiectory Program (BPIT) e 
four existing pFograms: 
e Broken Plane 
This program was assemblgd from-these 
1. GOODYR Propagates a given state vector over a specified time incre- 
ment . 
2. HECON Calculates a heliocentric conic traiectory from point to 
point by solving the Lambert's theorem for a given time of 
flight. 
3. APT A planetary targeting program that determines the orbit 
insertion maneuver which minimizes the insertion AV 
4, AESOP A multivariable parameter optimization program with the 
ability to solve constrained optimization problems involving 
up to 100 parameters. 
AESOP i s  documented in References (4) and (5). 
and BPlT have not been documented. 
SRU 1 108 computer .,
Programs, GOODYR, HECON, APT 
All programs are coded in Fortran IV for the 
7.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
This section contains brief descriptions of the building block programs used to con- 
struct BPlT 
GOODYR 
This program uses a method described in References 6 and 7 to propagate a state 
vector over a specified time increment. Program inputs consist of the initial helio- 
centric Cartesian state vector and time over which the vector i s  to be propagated. 
The initial state vector i s  obtained by vectorially adding the Earth velocity relative 
to Sun to the vehicle's velocity relative to Earth. 
of 
This latter velocity has a magnitude 
and i s  directed along the outgoing asymptote. 
U 3 4 8 0 2  1 4 3 4  R E V . 8 - 6 5  
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liocentric CONic) - - 
This i s  a standard interplanetary conic trajectory program. 
and arrival dates as inputs since the planet heliocentric velocitiesand positions are ob- 
tained from JPL ephemeris tapes. 
It only requires launch 
APT (AWreviatBd - Planetary - Targeting ) 
I-
This i s  a planetary targeting program which calculates the optimum impulsive velocity 
required to insert into a completely pre-specified orbit, The program varies the orbit 
insertion true anomaly by rotating the approach hyperbola around the S-vector until 
the minimum insertion AV i s  obtained. 
it requires the Mars orbit size and orientation, approach asymptote orientation and 
approach energy as inputs. HECON provides the approach hyperbola parameters 
while the orbit size and orientation are independent inputs. 
fied by apoapsis and periapsis altitudes, orbit inclination relative to the Mars equa- 
tor, and true anomaly, latitude and illumination angle of some point on the orbit., 
Whether periapsis i s  near descending or ascending node must also be specified. 
The Mars orbit i s  speci- 
AESOP 
This i s  a parameter optimization program which systematically varies prespecified con- 
trol parameters to determine the combination which optimizes the payoff function. 
The control parameters used in BPIT include iniection C3, orientation of the depar- 
ture asymptote (DLA and RAL) and midcourse time measured from departure. The 
payoff function i s  total mission AV, 
parameters, inputs include specification of the desired optimization meth,od(s), number 
of iterations, and limits on step sizes. 
( - Automated - Engheering and - Scientific - Optimization - Program) 
In addition to initial guesses of the control 
7 2  PROGRAM SEQUENCE 
The four programs discussed above are linked together to form the program BPIT, 
program functions in the following manner. 
This 
I .  Specify the desired launch/arrival dates and Mars orbit, 
2, Based on the initial control parameter guesses (C3, DLA, RAL and midcourse time) 
a trajectory i s  propagated by GOODYR up to midcourse time. 
pre-midcourse state vector. 
This gives the 
3. Program HECON i s  then used to generate a traiectory from the midcourse point 
to Mars at arrival, 
tions at Mars. 
gives the midcourse AVO 
This gives the post-midcourse state vector and arrival condi- 
Vectorial subtraction of the pre and post-midcourse state vectors 
_- 
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4, Using the arrival conditions at Mars obtained from step 3, program APT 
calculates the orbit insertion AV. 
5 ,  Program AESOP is next used to perturb the control parameter(s) and the process 
is repeated over a specified number of passes., 
7.3 SEARCH TECHNIQUE 
AESOP has nine search routines coded into the basic program. 
of these routines can be used in the optimization process. 
study, a number of methods were investigated, 
''pattern" searches resulted in the most-efficient and reliable technique. 
convergence was fairly rapid. 
necessary to repeat the search with different initial guesses on the control parameters. 
Any combination 
During Phase 1 of the 
A combination of "creeping" and 
In general, 
However, in some cases with long trip times, it  was 
There i s  no automatic method of predicting whether convergence to the minimum 
total mission AV has been obtained,, 
all systematically run trajectories must give smooth variations in the various tra- 
jectory parameters from case to case. 
In this study, the convergence test was that 
Figure 7-1 is a two dimensional illustration of the AESOP search technique used, 
First a nominal trajectory i s  generated based on four nominal control parameter 
guesses. 
parameter at a t i m e .  
is obtained, then the step sizes a r e  reduced and the process is repeated. 
one pass each of the four control parameters is perturbed. 
the creeping search routine, the program switches to the pattern search. 
routine perturbs one or more parameters simultaneously in a favorable direction es- 
tablished by the creeping search. 
a r e  increased and the same direction is maintained. When a n  improvement i s  not 
obtained, the program switches back to the creeping search and repeats the cycle,  
The program stops after a specified number of iterations have been completed. 
Then the creeping search technique is employed to perturb one control 
If no improvement in the payoff quantity (total mission AV) 
During 
After two passes through 
This search 
If a n  improvement is obtained, the step sizes 
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8.0 TARGET ORBIT SELECTION 
Previous analyses of broken plane trajectories have not considered missions which 
require insertion into a specific orbit at the target planet. 
simply a reduction in the sum of Earth departure AV and bV for performing a co- 
pbnarinsertion into circular orbit. 
the value of broken plane trajectories for practical, realistic Mars missions. 
fore, specification of target orbits was an important step in the analysis. 
Their concern has been 
In this study, the emphasis i s  on determining 
There- 
Several criteria were considered in the orbit selection process,, 
must be representative of realistic Mars missions. 
a Mars mission will involve a great deal of analysis. 
and mission dependent parameters wil I be considered, traded and compromised to 
result in the best overall combinations. 
First, the orbits 
Actual selection of an orbit for 
Launch vehicle, spacecraft 
No  specific orbit selection studies were conducted as part of this analysis. 
a number of studies have been conducted in the past few years, 
vide a solid foundation for typical orbit selection. 
tion that a lander wi l l  be deployed from orbit. 
tion and illumination must be considered 
However, 
These results pro- 
A second factor i s  the assump- 
Consequently the landing site loca- 
The orbits finally selected are defined as follows: 
PERlAPSIS ALTITUDE, 1000 KM - This value i s  high enough to insure no difficulty 
with planet contamination and low enough to 
provide good photographic resolution or other 
science coverage. 
ORBIT PERIOD, 24,6 HOURS - This period provides synchronous coverage with the 
surface near orbit periapsis since it i s  approximately 
one Mars day, 
passes over the lander for orbiter/lander communi- 
cation. The period can also be trimmed to provide 
the desired amount of sidelap between photographic 
passes for a mapping mission. 
It provides daily low altitude 
APOAPSIS ALTITUDE, 33070 KM - This i s  obtained from the selected periapsis altitude 
and orbit period. 
INCLINATION, 20' and 60° - An orbit inclination of 60' i s  desired if the space- 
craft has orbit experiments which require coverage 
of a large portion of the planet, Inclinations 
greater than 60' would be more desirable from 
the standpoint of planet coverage 
insertion velocity increases significantly with 
However, orbit 
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inclination due to the I 
mission, then it i s  desirable to tailor the choice 
of inclination to the lander mission, Choice of 
20" results in reduction of orbit insertion 4V 
since the requirements for plane change at inser- 
tion can be minimized or eliminated, 
LANDER LATITUDE (NEAR DESCENDING NODE), 10' NORTH - This landing 
location, Syrtis Major, i s  typical of the sites 
generally under consideration for missions to Mars 
in 1973. 
LANDER ILLUMINATION (FROM PM TERMINATOR), 30' - This value i s  a compromise 
between velocity requirements, both orbit insertion 
and capsule deployment, and the length of the 
f i r s t  period of daylight at the landing site. 
At low lander latitude, this represents approxi- 
mately 2 hours of daylight before the first sun- 
set on the lander. 
LANDER TRUE ANOMALY, 335O - The requirement for capsule deployment m/ i s  a 
strong function of this parameter. 
between 1 5 O  and 20' can be attained with 
less than 150 meters/second deorbit 
lander true anomaly,, 
Entry angles 
with 335' 
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9,O TRAJECTORY DATA 
Traiectory data were generated for the entire 1973 Mars opportunity to identify 
any performance gains realized by using broken plane trajectories. This phase 
of the study was done in two parts.  Initially, the total velocity requirements 
were determined throughout the opportunity for both target orbits. These results 
were then analyzed to identify the performance gains possible in specific launch 
periods. Variations in al l  pertinent trajectory parameters were also examined 
9,1 TOTAL MISSION VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS 
Total mission velocity requirements have been generated for the entire Mars 1973 
opportunity for both single conic and broken plane trajectories and both Mars target 
orbits, Figure 9-1 shows single conic total AV contours on a launch-arrival day 
plane for the 20’ inclined Mars orbit, 
figure represent type I trajectories having a minimum total 
Km/’Sec, 
Km./Sec. 
than 36’ are shown bounded by the short dashed lines. 
region w i l l  require launch azimuths less than 66’ or greater than 114’. 
given launch day, the arrival day requiring the minimum total mission AV i s  
noted as ‘“Minimum AV Locus.” 
launch periods employing optimum variable arrival dates 
of total mission AV). 
The contours on the lower right in the 
AV requirement of 5.00 
Type I I  trajectories are on the upper left  and their minimum AV i s  6.70 
The launcharrival date combinations having a DLA equal to or greater 
Traiectories flown in this 
On a 
These launcharrival date combinations determine 
(optimized on the basis 
Broken plane AV contours for the 20’ inclined orbit are shown in Figure 9-2. 
The traiectories solutions fall into two categories, easily separated by a distinct 
locus, 
to the single conic results, 
require less total 
and broken plane results are given in Figures 9-3 and 9-4 for the 60’ inclined 
target orbit 
To the right of the locus the optimum broken plane traiectories converge 
However, to the left, the broken plane solutions 
AV than the corresponding single conic. Similar single conic 
By comparing the broken plane and single conic 
9-1 to 9-4, the following observations can be made: 
AV contours shown in Figures 
I )  Broken plane trajectories greatly increase the number of launch-arrival date 
combinations within a specified total mission AV constrai nt. 
2) The high mission AV ridge which separates the single conic type I and type I I  
traiectories disappears for broken plane trajectories. 
broken plane trajectories can be flown with small inclinations relative to the 
ecliptic even when the central transfer angle i s  at or near 180’. 
This occurs because 
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For the two orbits studied, broken plane traiectories were not able 
total LI/ below the minimum single conic point. 
reason why this could not be accomplished with a different target orbit 
For early launch dates broken plane trajectories require the lowest total mission 
AV's, while for late launch dates 
A V  requirements. This point i s  illustrated in the discussion of variable arrival 
date launch periods in Section 9.2,  
However, there i s  
the single conic trajectories have the lowest 
Use of broken plane trajectories greatly reduces the number of days having DLA's 
equal to or greater than 36O, 
tncl ination of the interplanetary trajectory to the ecliptic 
This i s  a direct result of the reduction in the 
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9.2 BROKEN PLANE PERFORMANCE GAINS 
Performance gains resulting from the use of broken plane trajectories can be measured 
in terms of total mission AV reductions. These reductions a r e  most evident when 
realistic Mars mission designs a re  considered; i .eo , when specific mission objectives 
a r e  defined (by Mars orbit characteristics), substantial launch periods a re  requir - 
ed , and fundamental constraints (such a s  DLA limits) a r e  observed. 
This section defines the AV reductions possible with broken plane trajectories for 
two representative Mars 1973 missions (20' and 60' inclined orbits). 
periods considered a re  defined a s  follows: 
The launch 
o Fixed arrival date  -U*nconstrained DLA 
o Fixed arrival date  - DLA 4 36' 
o Variable arrival date  - Unconstrained DLA 
o Variable arrival date - D t A  <36' 
9,2,1 FIXED ARRIVAL DATE LAUNCH PERIODS 
Figure 9-5 shows the total mission AV requirements a s  a function of launch date  for 
the 20' inclined Mars orbit,, 
trajectories. These data a re  for a fixed arrival date  (Feb, 27, 1974) that contains 
the minimum conic Q/ solution. 
results, 
require launch asymptote declinations that a re  equal to or greater than 36', 
ever, the broken plane trajectories for this arrival date do not exceed a DLA of 36O, 
Data a re  given for both broken plane and single conic 
Analysis at other arrival dates would produce similar 
Type I single conic trajectories with launch dates on or before Ju ly  30, 1973 
How- 
The AV reductions shown in Figure 9-6 represent the difference between corres- 
ponding conic and broken plane total AV requirements for given length launch periods, 
These data a re  for, the 20' inclined target orbit. 
length the total AV requirement is given by that launch date  within the period which 
requires the highest total mission AVO Each launch period has been selected to mini- 
mize its total AV requirements. 
For a specified launch period 
Note that AV reductions occur for all launch periods longer than about 10 days, 
Much larger AV reductions a re  obtained when the launch asymptote is constrained 
not to exceed 36', A DLA constraint of 36' restricts the allowable launch azi- 
muths from the Eastern Test Range to values between 66' and 114'. 
~ 
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Figure 9-7 shows the total mission AV requirements as a function of launch date 
for the 60° inclined Mars orbit. 
and broken plane trajectory velocity requirements are shown for the constant arrival 
date that dves the minimum conic AV solution (March 31, 1974). 
similar to that shown in Figure 9-5 for the 20' inclined orbit with the exception 
that constraining the broken plane trajectories to D L A S  36' now increases the total 
mission AV for Juunch days between about July 23 and August 13, 1873. The data 
in Figure 9-7 i s  then used to construct Figure 9-8, which shows the total AV sav- 
ings due to broken plane traiectories for the 60' inclined orbit. 
Again, both the single conic (types I and I I )  
This data i s  
The broken plane performance gain for fixed arrival date launch periods i s  summariz- 
ed in Table 9-1 (puge 28). Both target orbits are shown. 
modest, 33 meters/second, for the 20' target orbit and an unconstrained 20 day launch 
period. However, the saving increases substantially when the launch period is 
increased and the DLA l im i t  imposed. An additional increase i s  attained when 
the more difficult 60' target orbit i s  considered. 
The reduction in AV i s  
9.2.2 VARIABLE ARRIVAL DATE LAUNCH PERIODS 
The broken plane AV savings shown in Figures 9 4  and 9-8 are for launch periods 
employing fixed arrival dates, 
some simplicity in mission design and execution, but they require higher total mission 
A V  than variable arrival date launch periods. 
period, the arrival date i s  selected to minimize the total mission AV for a given 
launch date. 
Such fixed arrival date launch periods may offer 
In a variable arrival date launch 
Figure 9-9 shows total AV as a function of launch date for the 20' inclined orbit 
mission utilizing variable arrival dates, Both the broken plane and single conic 
solutions are shown with and without the DLA constraint of 36'. 
broken plane AV's are increased by a negligible amount (less than 10 meters/sec) 
when the DLA i s  constrained to 36'. 
shown in Figure 9-10, Here the DLA constraint of 36' increases both the broken 
plane and single conic total mission AV's, 
For this orbit, the 
Similar data for the 60° inclined orbit i s  
The unconstrained DLA total AV data are obtained directly from the minimum total 
AV locus on the contour plots, When a DLA constraint of 36' i s  imposed, the 
single conic trajectory total AV's for the affected days are obtained by replacing 
the "minimum AV locus" line with the lower "DLA 736'"h.The broken plane tra- 
jectories which violate the 36' DLA constraint along the "minimum AV locus" were 
recalculated with DLA constrained to 36', The total mission AV cost of constrain- 
ing the DLA varies from about 5 to 25 meters/sec for each degree the DLA i s  reduced, 
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ctions a re  still significant for the 60' inclined 
with the 36O DLA constraint, 
9.3 TRAJ ECTORY PARAMETERS 
Broken plane traiectories reduce the total mission AV requirements principally 
by reducing the trajectory's inclination relative to the ecliptic and by re-orienting 
the approach hyperbola asymptote 6) Reducing inclination to  the ecliptic allows 
the addition of the earth departure AV vector at  a small angle to the heliocentric 
Earth velocity vector. 
A similar effect is felt a t  Mars arrival. Favorable reorientation of 5 allows 
insertion into Mars orbit with a smaller plane change and apsidal rotation. 
decreases the orbit insertion AV. To illustrate these effects, various pertinent tra- 
jectory parameters have been plotted a s  functions of launch date  for a fixed arrival 
date. Trajectory data for the 20' inclined orbit a r e  shown in Figures 9-12 to 9-18 
and in Figures 9-19 to 9-25 for the 60° orbit. 
will be discussed since the 60' inclined orb?t mission results a r e  similar. 
This results in lower Earth departure energy requirements. 
This 
Only  the 20' inclined orbit data 
Figure 9-12 illustrates the Earth departure and Mars arrival energies for the 20' 
inclined orbit, ( Earth departure energy/unit mass = 1/2 C3. Arrival energy/unit 
mass = 1/2 Vm2*) The single conic results a r e  shown by solid lines and broken 
plane solutions by the dashed lines. Note that broken plane trajectories greatly 
reduce the single conic trajectory energies in the region separating type I and 11 
traiectories. 
trajectory inclinations as shown in Figure 9-13, 
lower broken plane trajectory inclinations require lower departure asymptote decl ina- 
tions. 
7he optimum broken plane tmjectorfes converge to the single conic solutions and all 
broken plane trajectory parameters become identical to the single conic trajectory 
pammaters ICM July 3 1 ,- 1973, 
Orbit  deteimination of interplanetary traiqctories with DLA < 5" and/or inclfna- 
tlon relathe to the ecliptic <0,1@ is considered to be very difficult. 
acceptable launch-arrival date combinations. 
be greater when broken plane trafectories are used, 
a serious problem since these parameters can be constrained in the same way that 
maxlmum DLA can be specified. This contingency has not been examined. 
i t  is expected that the resulting AV penalty would be small, 
This energy reduction i s  obtained by decreasing the he1 iocentric 
Figure 9-14 shows that the 
The departure asymptote right ascension variations are also greatly reduced , 
Trajectories 
are usually excluded from consideration in selecting 
The incidence bf these 'cases may 
However, this does not create 
However, 
~~ 
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Orientation of the anfval asymptote (S-vector) i s  depicted in Figure 9-15, and the 
insertion apsidal rotation and plane change are shown in Figure 9-16. 
for the broken plane trafectories is so oriented that both the apsidal rotation and 
plane change are substantlally reduced. Reducinb the apsidal rotation and plane 
change angles decreases the insertion velocity, 
reduction in Earth departure velocity i s  also shown. 
The S-vector 
This i s  shown in Figure 9-17. The 
Figures 9-12 to 9-17 have shown how the broken plane midcourse manewer has 
reshaped the Earth-Mars trajectories to reduce both Earth departure and Man orbit 
Insertion AVk. The cost of obtainhg these departure and insertion AV reductions 
Is the broken plane midcourse AVO Figure 9-18 shows the midcourse AV and time 
of execution variations with launch date. 
the broken plane trajectories converge to the conic solutions. 
stays fairly constant at about 100 days. 
The midcourse AV goes to zero when 
The midcourse time 
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10.0 USEFUL WEIGHTS 
The results discussed in section 9.0 indic 
possible, over a given la 
actual mission gains attri 
benefit i s  in the corresp 
the velocity reductions. 
10.1 GROUND RULES 
The powered spacecraft study, Reference 8, i s  the source U# the ground rules u d  
in this analysis. 
in this reference. 
brief discussion of the major assumptions and definitions used in the brtalysls, 
Detailed definition and justification r these arsumptkns QM g h i g  
However, understanding the results erf this sacticin tc)cluireel 6 
POWERED SPACECRAFT - A concept that uses the spacecraft propulsion arid dffffud4 
control systems to supplement the launch vehicle performance in the trans-phtiefav 
injection maneuvero 
the useful weight delivered into M a r s  orbit, 
provides the post injection AVO 
This essentially adds a stage to the launch 
The same spacec~ 
SPACECRAFT ASSIST AV - This i s  the AV provided by the space 
reach the required C3. 
weight in M a r s  orbit. 
In this analysis, this parameter i s  varied to maximize wseful 
POST INJECTION AV - This parameter includes al l  vel0 
to trans-Mars injection. 
and orbit trim AVO 
midcourse AV used to make the plane change, 
It i s  the sum of the midcourse AV, Wrs orbit in& 
When broken plane trajectories are used, it also iricludes the 
USEFUL WEIGHT - 
exclusive of the propulsion system. 
orbiter science and the capsule with i t s  canister and adapter, 
Useful weight i s  defined as #he weigh) placed info 
It includes the sparceetuft structure 
SPACECRAFT THRUST, 3500 POUNDS - 
tion of the parametric inert weights of the prapulsion 
propellant loading, 
for the Apollo program. 
VELOCITY ALLOWANCE, 125 METERS/SEC D - This allcjwance i s  in 
perform midcourse corrections and orbit trim maneuvers 
This paramat ined ta permit ~ d c u  
The engine considered i s  fhe Lunar 
The specific impulse assumed is 
for nulling of errors imparted by the launch v$ 
ith the broken plane midcourse maneuver, 
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the launch period. 
post injection AV requirements of the individual launch p 
and AV may be different for missions on Titan lllC and Ti  
When the Titan lllC is the launch vehicle, the space 
The useful weight calculation i s  based on 
hi cle/spa cecra ft corn b ina - 
n the launch period since the 
The result will be 
powered spacecraft stage is common to the launch phase and the orbit insertion phase, 
This will usually represent a smaller total velocity requirement. 
identical if the maximum C3 and maximum post injection "' V occur on the same day,  
10.2 USEFUL WEIGHT COMPARISONS 
Useful weights were calculated for two launch vehicles and several variations of 
mission parameters. These included combinations of the following; 
Launch Vehicle - Titan lllC and Titan lIIC/Powered Spacecraft 
Launch Period - 20 and 30 Days 
Mars Orbit  Inclination - 20' and 60'. 
DLA - Unconstrained and constrained not to exceed 36'. 
' Interplanetary Trajectory - Single Conic and Broken Plane 
The actual useful weights attained under these assumptions a re  given in Table 10-1, 
Note the gains of from 74 % to 146 % resulting from the use of powered spacecraft 
of broken plane maneuvers is summarized in Table 10-2, 
20 day launch period,, The increase in useful weight resulting from the use 
The results a re  similar to 
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tailor the trajectory parameters within the launch period i 
broken plane traiectories to mission design. This app~jcat 
10-1, 
for a specific 20 day launch period. 
Injection C3 and post injection bV are shown as 
First consider the single conic results, shown as a solid line. 
useful weight attainable over the launch period must be based on the maximum C3 
and post injection AV in the period. 
both C3 and AV, 
traiectories, the only way this result can be altered i s  by changing the launch period. 
When optimum broken plane solutions are considered, C3 i s  sharply reduced in the 
beginning of the launch period. This results in a switch in the design C3 point 
to the last day in the period. At the same time, the design post injection AV i s  
slightly increased, 
The large reduction in C3 early in the period i s  not fully realized since it i s  s t i l l  
necessary to select the higher value on the last launch date, 
nate approach, Instead of flying broken plane traiectories which minimize total AV 
for an individual launch/arrivaI date, the trajectories can be constrained to a value 
of C3 which balances the launch vehicle energy requirement throughout the launch 
period. 
With this capability for tailoring the requirements over the launch period, the useful 
weight Capability of the system can be maximized within the contraints of the fixed 
capability of the launch vehicle and spacecraft. 
Calculation of the 
Therefore, the f i rst  day in the period defines 
The corresponding useful weight i s  also shown. Using single conic 
The combined effect of these changes i s  to increase useful weight. 
This suggests an alter- 
The corresponding post injection AV requirements can also be balanced 
As an example of this technique, the broken plane traiectory for the first day in 
the period was recalculated with C3 constrained to the single conic value on the 
last date. 
the corresponding conic result and an additional useful weight gain i s  realized. 
of this procedure adds a new level of flexibility to mission 
a powerful means of increasing overall mission payloads. 
When this constraint i s '  applied, the post injection AV i s  reduced below 
Use 
design and could provide 
Supplementary data pertinent to the useful weight calculations are given in Tables 
10-3 and 10-4. The data includes definition of the first date in the launch period, 
the maximum broken plane midcourse AV within the period, and the required space- 
craft weight. 
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11,O APPLICATION TO MARS 1975 MISSION 
The 1975 Type I Mars opportunity has higher C 
Also DLA l imi ts pose a more severe problem. tonsequently mission design studies 
have given serious consideration to using Type I I  trajectories. 
ficantly longer trip times ( a 1 year). 
distance places severe requirements on the spacecraft telecommunication system. 
addition, the increased mission time may reduce overall mission reliability. 
liminary analysis was conducted to determine if broken plane trajectories could be used 
to expand the Type I opportunity and obviate possible requirement for Type I I  trajec- 
tor ies 
requirements than the 1973 mission. 
This results in signi- 
The corresponding increase in communication 
In 
A pre- 
Figure 11-1 shows single conic AV contours for Mars 1975 type I traiectories for 
the 60' inclined Mars orbit, The minimum attainable AV of 5.49 Km/Sec i s  very 
similar to the 5,55 Km/Sec requirement for the Mars 1973 Type I mission with the 
same target orbit. 
tions violate a 36O DLA placard and many violate a DLA placard of 51°, 
For the 1975 mission, however, most launch-arrival day combina- 
The minimum single conic total AV i s  obtained when arrival occurs on June 11, 1976, 
For this arrival date both DLA Constrained and unconstrained broken plane trajectories 
were generated for a series of launch dates, Figure 11 -2 shows the total mission 
AV for both single conic and broken plane trajectories that arrive on this date. 
The broken plane trajectories reduce the total AV requirements for most launch days 
prior to the optimum date, September 28, 1975. 
If a DLA constraint of 36" i s  imposed, then the earliest launch date allowed for 
single conic trajectories i s  Oc to  12 and the minimum attainable total AV i s  6.06 Km/ 
Sec. A 20 day launch period based on single conic trajectories constrained to a DLA 
of 36" would open on Oct. 12 and close on Oct. 31. 
total AV of 7,5 Km/Sec since this AV i s  required for the last day of the launch 
period. 
requiring lower total AV's can be utilized. A 20 day launch period for broken 
plane trajectories constrained to a DLA of 36O would open on September 23 and 
close on O c t o  12, requiring a total AV of only 6.08 Km/Sec on the worst day. 
Such a mission requires a 
However, i f broken plane trajectories are flown, much earlier launch days 
The total mission AV reductions due to broken plane trajectories are shown in 
Figure 11-3 as a function of launch period length. 
summarized in Table 11-1 for 20 and 30 day launch periods. 
ficant AV reductions are obtained by flying broken plane trajectories. 
reductions increase as the DLA constraint becomes more severe. 
In addition, the results are 
Note that very signi- 
These AV 
The AV reduction due to broken plane trajectories can be used to provide considerable 
improvements in launch period. 
val on June 11, 1976. 
Consider 20 day broken plane launch periods with arri- 
The total mission velocity required for these launch periods 
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with DLA limits of 36" and 51" a re  given in Table 11-2, 
periods for the s a m e  total 4V a r e  1 day for 36" DLA limit and 7 days for 51" limit, 
If the single conic fixed arrival date  i s  selected to maximize launch period, the 
results increase to only 2 and 8 days, If available arrival date  launch periods a re  
considered for single conic trajectories, 5 days and 15 days a re  obtained. 
broken plane contour plots were available, the s a m e  launch period selection techni- 
ques could be used to increase the broken plane launch period beyond 20 days. 
The fact  that a rundomly selected broken plane launch period offers significant im- 
provement over a n  optimized single conic launch period is a clear indication of the 
potential value of broken plane trajectories. 
The single conic launch 
I f  
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The study has demonstrated that significant mission design advantages can be achieved 
by using broken plane trajectories during the Mars 1973 opport 
analysis of the more difficult Mars 1975 mission indicates that 
to the use of broken plane trajectories could significantly increase the size of the Type I 
opportunity and eliminate the need for consideration of Type 11 traiectories. 
Significant gains are derivad M bken~p lcme imjiectories. us of the broken plane 
concept 
Increases Launch Period Length - The large increase in the available launch- 
arrival day combinations within a given total AV constraint results in longer 
launch periods, Conversely, AV requirements are reduced for a given 
launch period. 
uired Launch Azimuth Span - The number of launch-arrival day 
combinations requiring high values of DLA can be eliminated with l i t t le  
or no AV expenditure. 
In addition, it could decrease mission operation complexity by reducing the 
area within the required tracking network. 
This also permits extension of the launch period. 
Provides Control of Mars Approach Geometry - The amount of plane change 
and apsidal rotation required for insertion into a specific target orbit can 
be significantly reduced, 
tion in basic energy requirements. 
viously unattainable due to high insertion velocity requirements. 
This increases the AV savings derived from reduc- 
It may permit. injection into orbits pre- 
Permits Earlier Arrival Dates - The large expansion of launch opportunities 
within a given total AV constraint makes possible earlier Mars arrivals with 
correspondingly shorter trip times. This reduces required communication dis- 
tances. 
shorter .,
It may also increase reliability since total mission times w i l l  be 
Adds Flexibility to Mission Design - Launch period tailoring i s  an excellent 
example of this application. 
injection AV to balanced values favorable over the entire launch period 
adds a new degree of freedom to launch period selection. The unalterable 
single conic trajectories which violate a hard mission constraint can be re- 
calculated as broken plane traiectories and tailored to the advantage of 
the overall mission design 
The ability to constrain Cg and/or post 
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13.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The capability developed during this study can be directly or, with some m 
applied to investigate any  other interplanetary mission. 
timely and feasible to support the United States planetary explorations program: 
ons, 
The following tasks appear 
Evaluate the use of broken plane trajectories for direct entry missions. 
For direct  entry missions,it may be very desirable to control the approach geo- 
metry. 
the planehry apprsach asymptote orientation and energy become control paramet- 
ers, 
more of these parameters e 
This can be done by revising the existing computer program so that 
The approach geometry would then be controlled by constraining one or 
Determine the performance gains possible through the use of broken plane tra- 
jectories for the actual missions defined for Mariner Mars 1971 and Viking 
Mars 1973, 
Determine gains possible through the use of broken plane for Mars and Venus 
missions beyond the 1973 opportunity. 
obtainable for a Mars 1975 orbital mission. 
Section 1 1  illustrates some gains 
I 
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APPENDIX 
This section contains representative cases from the single conic and broken plane 
traiectories computed during the study. 
September 19, 1973 and arrival dates from January 21, 1974 to July IO, 1974 are 
covered, 
Section 8) are included, 
(page A-2) i s  provided to permit particular cases to be located easily. 
Launch dates from May 22, 1973 to 
Data for both the 20" and 60" inclined Mars orbits (as defined in 
The data are in the form of computer printout; an index 
The trajectory data shown are for unconstrained trajectories. 
each trajectory those values of C3, DLA, RAL and midcourse time are obtained 
which give the minimum total mission AV. 
This means that for 
Trajectory printouts for the 20" inclined orbit are given first. 
same arrival date are grouped together with increasing launch dates, 
date i s  increased for a given arrival date, the broken plane total mission AV's 
approach the single conic AV's, Finally at some launch date the broken plane 
A V  either exceeds or equals the single conic AV. 
any further results in the broken plane trajectories converging to the single conic 
traiectory solutions, 
to that launch date at  which the first broken plane trajectory run converges back 
to the single conic solution. 
Traiectories for the 
As the launch 
Increasing the launch date 
For each arrival date, trajectory printouts are only shown up 
The top block of each trajectory summary page shows the single conic solution, 
and the bottom block shows the corresponding broken plane solution. For each 
block 
the trip time, 
plane midcourse AV, Mars orbit insertion 
total mission AV. 
orbit 
the top line gives the launch and arrival dates (calendar and Juiian) and 
The bottom line of the block gives the Earth departure AV, broken 
AV and the sum of these, which i s  the 
The very last line of the page defines the specified Mars 
The symbols appearing on the trajectory summary printouts are defined starting 
on page A-3. 
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TRAJECTORY DATA INDEX 
Single Conic and Broken Plane 
MARS ORBIT INCLINATION = 20° 
Launch Dates 
May 22, 1973 - July 1, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - July 21, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - August 10, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - August 20, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - August 29, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - September 5, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - September 11, 1973 
June 1, 1973 - September 19, 1973 
June 1, 1973 - September 19, 1973 
MARS ORBIT INCLINATION = 60° 
Arrival Date 
January 21, 1974 
February 10, 1974 
March 2, 1974 
March 22, 1974 
April 11, 1974 
May 1, 1974 
May 21, 1974 
June 10, 1974 
June 30, 1974 
Pages 
A- 1 O/A- 1 5 
A- 16/A-23 
A-24/A-33 
A-34/A-44 
A-45/A-56 
AJ7/A-69 
A-70/A-82 
A-83/A-95 
A-96/A - 107 
Launch Dates 
May 22, 1973 - July 6, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - July 16, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - July 31, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - July 31, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - August 15, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - August 25, 1974 
May 22, 1973 - September 4, 1973 
May 22, 1973 - September 19, 1973 
May 12, 1973 - September 19, 1973 
Arrival Date 
February 10, 1974 
February 20, 1974 
March 12, 1974 
March 22, 1974 
April 11, 1974 
April 21, 1974 
May 11, 1974 
June 10, 1974 
July 10, 1974 
Pages 
A-1 10/A-115 
A- 1 16/A- 122 
A-1 23/A-13 1 
A- 1 32/A- 140 
A- 1 4 1/A- 1 50 
A-1 5 l/A-l6 1 
A- 162/A- 173 
A- 174/A- 186 
A - 1 87/A- 1 99 
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HELIOCENTRIC CONIC PARAMETERS (SINGLE CONIC AND BROKEN PLANE)* 
Line 1 
c3 
DLA 
CD 
RLZ 
Line 2 
ZAL 
RAL 
RSUN 
VLZ 
Line 3 
S M A  
ZAP 
REV 
RPX 
RPY 1 
RPZ 
Twice the total energy per unit mass of the Earth departure traiectory 
(Km2/Sec2) 
Declination of the outgoing geocentric launch asymptote measured relative 
to the Earth's equator of 1950.0 (degrees). 
brth  - vehicle distance at arrival (106 Km). 
Vehicle position at departure. Ecliptic of 1950.0 (106 Km), 
Angle at Earth between the outgoing launch asymptote, and the Sun- 
Earth vector at launch time (degrees). 
Right ascension of outgoing asymptote; measured from the vernal equi- 
nox of 1950.0 in a counterclockwise sense when viewed from the north 
pole (degrees) 
Sun-vehicle distance at arrival (lo6 Km). 
Vehicle velocity at departure Ecliptic of 1950.0 (km/sec) 
Semi-major axis of transfer heliocentric ellipse (106 Km). 
Angle at Mars  between approach asymptote 
(degrees) 
and Mars-to-Sun vector 
Number of complete solar revolutions made during transfer ., 
Vehicle position at arrival. Ecliptic of 1950,O (lo6 Km), 
"Coordinate system definitions are given in Section 5,O. 
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Line 4 
INC 
ETS 
CNE 
VPX 
VPZ 
Line 5 
HCA 
ZAE 
CLKE 
s LY 
SLZ I 
Line 6 
VHP 
ETE 
7
CNC 
Inclination of transfer orbit to ecliptic (degrees). 
trajsctbries,INCl is inclination prior to midcourse and INC2 is inclina- 
tion after midcourse. 
For broken plane 
Angle measured clockwise from T axis to the negative of the projection 
of the Mars - to - Sun vector onto the R, T aiming plane (degrees). 
Note: 
taken to be parallel to the ecliptic plane,  
In defining the heliocentric conic parameters, the T axis i s  
Earth cone angle at  arrival (degrees). 
Vehicle velocity at arrival Ecliptic of 1950.0 (km/sec). 
Heliocentric transfer angle between the departure and arrival planets 
(degrees). 
Same as ZAP with Mars-to-Sun vector replaced by Mars-to-Earth vector 
(degrees) 
Earth clock angle at arrival (degrees). 
Unit vector parallel to outgoing geocentric launch asympt3te 
equator of 1950,O 
Earth 
Hyperbolic excess velocity at Mars approach ;equivalent to Vm 
Same a s  ETS with Mars -to-Sun vector replaced by Mars-to-Earth 
vector (degrees). 
(km/sec) ' 
Canopus cone angle at  arrival (degrees). 
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SPZ 
Line 7 
RAA 
RAE 
R A S  
SPX 
SPZ 
Line 8 
D ECA 
DECE 
DECS 
SPZ i 
Unit vector parallel to incoming asymptote and centered a t  Mars. 
Earth equator of 1950,O 
Right ascension of incoming asymptote. 
system (degrees) 
Mars equatorial coordinate 
Right ascension of Earth a t  arrival. 
(degrees). 
Mars equatorial coordinate system 
Right ascension of Sun a t  arrival. 
(degrees). 
Mars equatorial coordinate system 
Unit vector parallel to incoming asymptote. Ecliptic of 1950.0 
Declination of incoming asymptote. 
(degrees) 
Declination of Earth a t  arrival 
(degrees) 
Declination of Sun a t  arrival .Mars equatorial coordinate system (degrees) 
Mars equatorial coordinate system 
Mars equatorial coordinate system 
Unit vector parallel to incoming asymptote. 
system 
Mars equatorial coordinate 
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TARGETING PARAMETERS (SINGLE CONIC AND BROKEN PLANE) 
Line 1 
DELTA V 
C3M 
Mars orbit insertion AV (meters/sec) 
VHP squared; twice the total energy per unit mass of 
planetocentric approach hyperbola (km2/sec2) 
PLNT RAD Mars radius (km). 
PLNT GM Mars gravitational constant (km3/sec2) 
Line 2 
LAT I 
Right ascension and declination of the negative of the in- 
coming asymptote; Mars equatorial coordinate system (degrees) 
APPR INCL lncl ination of approach hyperbola relative to Mars equator 
of 1950.0 (degrees) 
TA HYP Hyperbola true anomaly at orbit insertion (degrees) 
APPR RAD Periapsis radius of approach hyperbola (km) 
B - R  Aim point coordinate along R axis (km), 
defined in Section 5.0, 
R and T axis are 
Note: In defining the targeting parameters, the 
T axis i s  taken to be in the Mars equatorial 
plane 
Line 3 
Orbit insertion right ascention and declination, Mars equa- 
torial coordinate system (degrees) IG LAT 
ORB INCL Mars orbit inclination relative to Mars equator of 1950,O 
(degrees) 
TA ELL Mars (elliptical) orbit insertion true anomaly (degrees). 
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IG RAD 
B PT  
Line 4 
P. LON 
P .c, 
TP REF IG 
IGTIME 
P o  ALT 
A, ALT 
Line 1 -
MCT 
DV 
ANG 
Line 2 
MlY 
MlZ 
Areocentric radius vector of orbit insertion point (km). 
Aim point coordlnate along T axis, See B t R  (km). 
Right ascension of Mars orbit periapsis (deg). 
Plane change angle at insertion (deg). 
Time of periapsis crossing of the initial elliptical orbit 
referenced to the impulsive insertion (seconds). 
Time of impulsive insertion referenced to hyperbola periapsis 
Nelptive prior to periapsis (seconds). 
Mars orbit periapsis altitude (km) 
Mars orbit apoapsis altitude (km), 
BORKEN PLANE TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 
Broken plane midcourse time (days) 
Broken plane midcourse AV (meters/sec) . 
Angle at midcourse time between pre-midcourse he1 iocentric 
velocity vector and midcourse Iw vector (degrees). 
Normalized midcourse velocity vector components 
(direction cosines); Earth equator of 1950.0. 
Pre-midcourse he1 iocentric state vector of spacecraft at 
midcourse time; 
Earth equator of 1950,O (a,u, and a.u./day). 
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Line 3 
M2X 
M2Y 
M2Z 
M2DX 
M2DY 
M2DZ 
Post-midcourse he1 iocentric state vector of spacecraft 
at midcourse time; Earth equator of 1950.0 (a.u, and 
a u ./day). I 
MARS ORBIT DESCRIPTION (BOTTOM LINE OF PRINTOUT) 
HP Mars orbit periapsis altitude (km). 
HA Mars orbit apoapsis altitude (km), 
INCL Mars orbit inclination relative to Mars equator of 1950,O 
(Oo - 90° for direct orbits and 90' - 180" for retrograde 
orbits) (degrees) 
LAT Declination of a specified point on Mars orbit (deg.) 
I t L  Illumination angle of a specified point on Mars orbit; posi- 
tive angle i s  measured from Sun vector in a clockwise 
sense when viewed from positive Z axis (negative illumination 
angle indicates P,M, illumination). (degrees). 
TA True Anomaly of a specified point on Mars orbit (degrees). 
Note: In this study, the "pointn specified i s  on the 
amo centric radius vector that contains the 
lander impact point 
RP E Radius of Earth parking orbit (km). 
MOTION: Indicates whether the M a r s  orbit periapsis i s  nearer the des- 
cending (DESC) or ascending (ASC) node. 
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MARS ORBIT INCLINATION = 20" 
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